
VEI Systems Installation Instructions

V1-DCC-D-Mx – Digital Clock

Please read these instructions completely before beginning installation to ensure that you have the tools and skills necessary for installation and 
operation of this instrument.  If you are not sure that you can perform the installation safely, then consult a qualified installer.  Further 

instructions available at www.VEISystems.com/technical.html .

MOUNTING
Attach the legs under the body with the double-sided adhesive tape provided.  The small switch protruding from the front of the clock is centered 
at the bottom of the display, so you can align the legs using this.  Alternatively, you could skip this step until the clock is powered up.

WIRING
Simply plug the plug from the power transformer into the back of the clock and then plug the power plug into a suitable 120VAC wall outlet.

OPERATION
Press and hold the button for a few seconds to change the mode.  Press and release quickly (tap the button) to change the setting in any mode. 
Modes are as follows:

MODE DISPLAY SETTINGS

Normal (Time) Tap button to stop alarm

Set time hours 12 . AT First 2 digits shows hours, third shows AM or PM.  “T” at right end indicates “time” being set.

Set time minutes T  . 00 Last 2 digits shows minutes.  “T” at left end indicates “time” being set.

Clock mode 12 hr 12-hour or 24-hour format

Alarm mode AL . On Last 2 characters shows alarm on or off.  “A” at right end indicates “alarm” being set.

Set alarm hours 12 . AA First 2 digits shows hours, third shows AM or PM.  “A” at right end indicates “alarm” being set.

Set alarm minutes A  . 00 Last 2 digits shows minutes.  “A” at left end indicates “alarm” being set.

Brightness Br .  9 Last digit shows brightness level from 1 to 9.

WARRANTY & LIABILITY
Neither VEI Systems, nor its dealers or agents shall be liable in any way, for any damage, loss, injury or other claims, resulting from the 

installation or use of this product.  By purchasing or installing this product, you assume all liability of any kind connected with the use and/or 
application of this product. If you are unsure that you can safely install and use this product, consult a qualified installer or mechanic.   The 

warranty on this product covers only the product itself for a period of 1 year from the date of purchase, and it will be at our discretion to repair or 

replace the affected parts.  No user serviceable parts inside.  Warranty void if product enclosure opened.


